Exec Updates
Isabelle: Co Sponsorships are still available!
Madhav: New Merch will be in soon.
Zainab: One more ipanelist needed for tuesday afternoon.
Andy: Need more panelists for a hearing on October 24th, if you are available please email Andy.
Ryan: Mentors and Mentees will be coming out soon.

Subcommittee Reports:
P&P: Discussed changes in relation to hearings, support officer burnout, redefine and reorganize in regards to SOs, constitutional changes may be coming down the pipeline.
FAC: None
Data Project: None
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Topics:

Single Sanction:
Isabelle: As a representative people in my school are not in favor of the single sanction.
Zoe: We should look at the ASWG conclusions and take a look at that.
Andy: Panelist selection says that people were fine with making a verdict on a case with the severity of the single sanction as it is.
Charlie: Could we have more clarity as someone who has not had these conversations at this formal level. Asked Zoe: How have you seen this harm students?
   Zoe: Students are so scared of a single sanction that they will take an IR even when they didn't actually do it. The significance qualifier is so vague and seems to be unfair and students are in fear of the single sanction. IR reform is also an issue, but personally the single sanction is the main issue.
Achintya: Single Sanction does not allow people to learn. If we are in favor of getting rid of the single sanction, what does a multi sanction system look like, how would it impact the IR.